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A formal idealization of the data structures used in many "list processing" languages 
is defined. It is then shown that under a natural interpretation, these data structures 
define exactly the context-free languages of automata theory. Then a generalization 
in the direction of the "patterns" of SNOBOL is made. It is observed that this general- 
ization models the ability of SNOBOL patterns to represent noncontext-free languages. 
Finally, it is shown that under certain restrictions, only context-sensitive languages are 
represented but that in general noncontext-sensitive languages can occur. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this article to show a correspondence b tween the data structures 
used in some common programming languages and some particular mathematical 
objects, at least one of which has received extensive investigation in the computer 
science literature. This allows the programmer in such a language to appeal to mathe- 
matical results pertaining to the analysis and limitations of the data representations. 
In particular, it is shown that a complete identification can be made between an 
idealization of the L ISP [4] and IPL -V  [6] type "list structures" and "context-free 
languages" [l]. Then a technique of generalization of these models to the "patterns" 
of" SNOBOL [2] is suggested and studied. 
LIST STRUCTURES AND CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
In this section, we proceed to formally demonstrate the identity of list structures 
and context-free grammars. This being a formal demonstration, it is required that 
complete and precise definitions of the concepts involved be provided. Also included 
* Some of the results of this paper formed the basis for a talk entitled "Formal Languages 
and Data Structures" presented at the Third Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences. 
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are several examples which serve for later comparison and at the same time, hopefully, 
assist the less formally prepared reader. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Z and N be finite, nonempty sets. A simple listL(Z, N)  over the 
alphabet Z and name set N is a finite collection of triples L(Z, N)  = {(n~ , ai , ti)}, 
1 ~ i~msothat  
(1) There is exactly one triple (ni, ai, li) so that ni = L (and a i = A), the head 
of the list; 
(2) There is exactly one triple (n~, ai,  li) so that li = A (the termination symbol), 
the end of the list; 
(3) For every triple (hi, ai,  li), other than the end, there is exactly one triple 
(n~, a j ,  l~) of L(Z, N) so that li = nj; 
(4) For every triple (nt, ai, li) , other than the head, there is a triple (nj, at ,  Ir 
so that lj = ni.  
The n~ are called names, the ai symbols, the l i links of L, and L is called the list name. 
Wehaven i~Nu{L},a i6Zt3{A}, l i~Nu{A},  1 ~ i ~ n. 
In the above definition, and similarly in those which follow, we use the same symbol 
to refer to the simple list and the name of the simple list. While there is, therefore, 
some chance for confusion, we believe that the usage distinguishes the two cases 
sufficiently to obviate the need for further notational machinery. 
DEFINITION 2. A list set L(Z, N) over the alphabet Z and name set N is a finite set 
of simple lists L(Z, N)  -~ {LI(Z, N1), L2(Z, N~) ..... L~(Z, N,~)), so that Ni C_ N 
(1 ~ i ~ m), N 1 f) Nj : ~ if i ve  j and L : L 1 : L~ --  - -  Lm. L is called the 
name of the list set. 
Briefly then, a list setL is a finite collection of simple lists, each with the same name, 
L. Of course, any simple list is then also a list set. 
D~FINITION 3. A list structure L(Z, N)  over the alphabet 27 and name set N is a 
finite set of list sets, L(Z, N) = {LI(Z', N1), L2(Z', N~),..., Lk(S', Nk)}, so that (I) for 
a unique i, L~ ~- L, (2) Ni C N for all 1 ~ i ~< k, (3) N~ c~ ~r  = ~, i @ j, (4) Z '  =- 
27 u {L 1 ,..., Lk}. L is called the name of the list structure. 
Thus in a list structure, names of other lists may occur as symbols and we take the 
implied structural relationship into account (see Definition 3'). One of the list sets in 
the collection is distinguished and its name is also the name of the list structure. 
Hence again any list set may be taken to be an elementary list structure. Note also 
that any of the list sets in a list structure could be distinguished and thereby name 
another list structure. 
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It is important to consider just what the previously introduced concepts represent 
more carefully than is usually done (i.e., data and their structural relationships). 
Thus we put forth the following series of definitions. 
DEFINITION 1 '. The representation of a simple l istL(Z, N) :  {(nl, ~rl, I1),..., (nk, %, lk)} 
is a sequence of elements from 22; namely, if nq = L, then the representation is 
crilai2 "" a~,., where n~,+~ = I~, 0 ~ j < k and we shall use the notation [L [ for 
the representation f L. 
That is to say, a simple list represents he finite sequence of symbols where the order 
is determined from the head cell being first and then the natural order imposed by 
the links. Indeed, one of the attributes of a list often claimed to be the most important 
is that it "represents" a sequence while being unordered itself (i.e., it is a set). 
We shall use the notation 27* for the set of all finite sequences of symbols of 27 with 
e denoting the sequence of length zero. 
DEFINITION 2'. The representation of a list set L = {L1, L., ,..., Lm} is the set of 
representations of the simple lists Li (1 ~ i ~< m). We use the notation I L I for the 
representation f the list set L. Then note I L t = I L1 I k) I L2 1 U "" L) 1Lm I- 
That is, the representation f a list set is just a finite set of finite sequences. 
For list structures, items may be either basic symbols (from 27) or names of list sets. 
Thus for list structures, we have the following two-stage definition. 
DEFINITION 3'. The representation of a llst structure L (Z ,  N)  is the collection of 
sequences of27* defined inductively as follows: Let L(27, N) = {L1(27', p,r ),..., L~(27', Nk)} 
where for some i, 1 ~ i .<. k, L -- L i . Then 
(1) ifx 1 .-. x~ is represented by the list setL~ (i.e., see Definition 2') then x 1 --- x n 
is denoted by the list structure L,
(2) if x 1 "'" xj "" x~ is denoted by the list structure L, and xj is the name of a list 
set in L, then x 1 "" x j _ iy  I "" ymx~+ I "." x n is denoted by L, where Yl "'" Ym is any 
sequence represented by the list set x~. (i.e., see Definition 2'). 
(3) Only those sequences which may be obtained by repeated applications of (1) 
and (2) are denoted byL. The representation f L, 1L I, is the collection of all sequences 
which are denoted byL and which consist entirely of elementary s mbols (i.e., elements 
of 27). 
In other words, the distinguished list set of a list structure represents sequences of 
elementary symbols and other list set (an~l, therefore, list structure) names. The 
representation f the list structure then is all sequences which can be obtained by 
substituting for these names equences which they represent. Of course, such substitu- 
tions may introduce other names and hence we must reapply this process. In hope of 
clarification and for later reference, several examples are now given. 
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In the following examples, we shall prefer a graphic presentation, essentially that 
of [6]. The necessary formalism to associate a graph with a list structure is straight- 
forward but space-consuming. Since it is only used in the examples, we simply present 
both notations in the first several examples, the reader may easily extrapolate. 
EXAMPLE l. A simple list on 27 = {A, B}: 
L~ (Iriple notation) 
(1,A,2),' (5'8'41 / 
(2,A,5), 
IL, I :  {AABB} 
Lt (graph notation) 
EXAMPLE 2. A list set on 2: = {A, B}: 
L 2 (triple notation) 
(1,A,2), (I,A,~T) / 
(2,A,3), (TT,B,A) 
(3,B,4), 
(4,B,A), 
IL21: {AABB, AB} 
L z (graph notation) 
L~LN-~N 
EXAMPLE 3. A list structure on 27 = {A, B, La}: 
L 3 (triple notation) L 3 (groph notation} 
(1,A,2) (Z,B,A)/ L~ 
(2,L~,3) 
(3,B,AI Qt !~ 
Then following the reeursive Definition 3' of the representation of La we find 
AB e t La I- Hence A(AB)B e l L3 1 and A(AABB)B e I L a 1, etc. So we conclude that 
1L s] = {AB, AABB,...} = {AnB n I n = 1, 2,...}. 
Thus,  in general, the representation of a list structure is not finite. 
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We point out here briefly the "idealizations" made over the list structures of most 
programming languages. First is the list set notion. This is essentially a construct 
where the head cell is a multi-link element and all other cells are uni-link. Second is 
the allowance of "loops" in this list structure. While this is sometimes possible in 
programming languages, the primitive operations generally do not allow it. This does 
allow the representation of infinite sets, otherwise theoretical considerations would 
not, therefore, seem called for. 
Perhaps it should be emphasized that in some programming situations it may well 
be the case that other assumptions than those made here concerning the representation 
of a list structure may be preferable. While other conventions may indeed be worthy 
of study, it is the contention here that the most frequent assumption for the primitives 
(such as, say, search list L for the first occurrence of item e) is that chosen in Defini- 
tion 3'. Hence we should first come to an understanding of this idea. 
Since there is an appropriate, generally accepted formalization for context-free 
grammars, we will devote only enough space here to set down the crucial definitions 
while avoiding examples. We will follow Ginsburg [1], and the reader may consult 
that text for any unexplained notation and unproven results used in the following. 
DEFINITION 4. A context-free grammar G is a quadruple G = (V,X,P ,a) ,  
where V is a finite nonempty set, Z _C V is a nonempty set, P is a finite nonempty set 
of ordered pairs {(u, v)}, where u e V --  Z and v e V*, a ~ V --  Z. 
The elements of V --  27 are called variables (or nonterminals), elements of 27 are 
called letters (or terminals), elements (u, v) of P are called productions (and the notation 
u --+ v (read: u rewrites as v) is used), a is called the start symbol. 
DEFINITION 5. For a context-free grammar G ~ (V,Z,  P, a) and x, yE  V*, 
we say that x directly generates y and write x ~ y i f( l )  x = x'ax", (2) (~ -+y ' )  ~ P, and 
(3) y = x'y'x". We say x generates y and write x ~ y if there exist z 0 , z 1 .... , z r ~ V* 
(r /> 0) so that x = z0 ,y  = zr ,andz  i ~ zi+ 1 ,0  ~ i  <r .  
DEFINITION 6. The language defined (generated) by the context-free grammar 
G = (g, Z, P, a), L(G), is the set L(G) ---- {x in Z* I a =~ x}. 
Thus the language L(G) is just a subset of the set of all finite sequences over Z, 
namely, those generated by the start symbol. Also any subset U _C Z* is called a 
context-free language if there is a context-free grammar G so that U = L(G). 
Hence both context-free grammars and list structures erve the same purpose, 
namely, as a (finite) representation for a (generally infinite) collection of finite sequences 
of Z. The purpose of this section is the following result which identifies these two 
representation mechanisms. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be a finite, nonempty set and U G Z*. Then U is a context-free 
language if and only if U is the representation of a list structure. 
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Proof. Let G = (V, Z', P, a) be a context-free grammar such that U = L(G). 
Then we define a list structure L(Z', N)  as follows: Each a ~ V --  2: is taken as the 
name of a list set consisting of one simple list for each of the productions (a --* w) ~ P, 
where the simple list for a --~ aE~2"" o k (ai E V) is just ~ = {(a, A, ll), (/1, cq, 12) ,
(/2, as,  la),..., ( lk, ok,  A)}; the distinguished list set of L(Z', N)  is, of course, a. Then 
if a --~ a 1 "'" ok in G, o 1 "" ok is denoted by L(Z', N). Also if at -+ ~'1 "'" :'m, then 
O" ~ O 1 " ' "  (7 k ~ O 1 " ' "  O ' i _ l ' r  1 " ' "  TmOi+ 1 " '"  O k , but also a 1 - . .  O ' i _ IT  1 " ' "  Tm(T i+ 1 " '"  o k i s  
denoted by L(27, N). In fact, clearly, a *~ x in G if and only if x is denoted by L(Z', N). 
Hence I L(ZZ, N)I = L(G). 
Conversely, suppose L(Z, N)  is a list structure so that [L(Z, N)I  =. U, where 
L(Z, N)  = {LI(Z, N1),..., L, ,(Z, N,,)}. Then we construct a context-free grammar 
G = (V, 27, P, o) where the elements of V - -  27 are taken to be the list set names 
L 1 ,..., L~; a ---- L and, for each simple list K~ = {(Li ,  A,  ll), ( l t ,  a l ,  12),..., (l k , ok,  A)} 
of the list setL i ,  we take as a production of P, L~ -*  (r~a 2 -'- a~. It can then be shown, 
by an argument similar to that suggested above, that I L(2Z, N)i  = L(G).  
We exemplify the idea of the proof, since it illustrates uch a direct correspondence 
between the two mechanisms. 
EXAMPLE 4. The productions for the list structure L a in Example 3 may be read 
directly from the diagram. Thus 
L a -, .  AL3B 
L a -+ AB 
are the productions of a grammar which generates ! L a !. We may observe 
L 3 -~'-AL3B ~AAL3BB ~ . . .  
AB AABB A 3 B ~ - . .  
According to Theorem 1, we can directly apply the many mathematical results 
developed in context-free language theory to obtain a greater understanding of the 
possibilities and limitations in list structure representation. 
Thus we become aware that many relatively simple sets such as {AnBnC n [ n ~-- 1, 2,...} 
have no list structure representation (as it is not a context-free language). Furthermore, 
the undecidability results for context-free languages take on considerable significance. 
For instance, the undecidability of the equivalence problem for context-free languages 
implies that a program could not be written to test if two list structures (as defined 
here) have the same representation. 
The reader who is familiar with list processing languages and ideas surely recognizes 
the concept presented in Definition 3 as an idealization of the basic data type of many 
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such languages. In the case of many programming languages, the restrictions made are 
significant, however. For instance, the frequently observed restriction that there be 
no "loops," i.e., a list occurring at an earlier level never be named at a subsequent level, 
results in finite representations. This is then indeed a severe restriction but does have 
the advantage that the interesting decision problems are all solvable for the resulting 
representations. 
It is appropriate to make one other observation before proceeding, i.e., just because 
the basic data type is a list structure we cannot infer that no representation f a non- 
context-free language is possible. In fact, it is natural to consider the use of Boolean 
expressions of list structures; thus for representations, wewould assume (1) [L 1 v L 2 [= 
[L 1 [ t3 [L 2 [, (2) ILl A L2 I = ILl [ ~ L L21, and (3) [ -7 L~ [ = Z* -- [L 1 [. Now 
context-free languages are closed under union but not under intersection or comple- 
mentation. Thus an expression involving ^  or ~ would (generally) be a representation 
of a non-context-free language. Such expressions are certainly useful and natural; 
however, it is clear that in such an environment a replacement s atement, for instance, 
involving such an expression would not be meaningful (in the usual sense, at least). 
In fact, {AnBnC '~ [ n = 1, 2,...} can be represented (fairly efficiently, in fact) by an 
intersection of context-free languages. However, little is known of the class of languages 
obtained from the context-free languages by Boolean closure. Kudora [3] shows that 
any such language is deterministic context-sensitive, and further study, therefore, seems 
in order. 
Theorem 1 then prompts many observations. It is, in particular, both a departure 
point and motivation for the next section. 
PATTERNS AND CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES 
The basic data type of the SNOBOL programming language [2] is a "pattern." 
A SNOBOL "pattern" is much like a data structure; however, it is recognized that 
non-context-free languages may be represented. In fact, J. Poage quotes the following 
example (private communication): 
EXAMPLE 5. 
F 
FEND 
&ANCHOR = 1 
DEFINE ('F(X)') : (FEND) 
Y - -  'B 'X  
F = 'A 'X 'C ' ] 'A '  , F (Y ) 'C '  : (RETURN)  
TESTPAT = ( ,  F('B') RPOS(0)). 
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The valuation tree for TESTPAT could be visualized as 
F{B) 
/ \  
AF(SB)C ABC 
/ \  
AAF(BSBlCC A ABBC C / ' ,  
9 A3a3c 3 
Hence, TESTPAT represents the set {AnBnC n I n = 1, 2,...}. 
Thus the patterns of SNOBOL extend the representations available beyond that of 
the context-free languages and, therefore, beyond even our presently idealized list 
structures. An effort to understand the feature which yields this substantially more 
powerful representation capability leads to the observation that the main point of 
difference from list structure lies in the compound nature of the symbol portion of a 
list; instead of being either (1) a letter or (2) a list structure name, it may be (1) a letter 
or (2) a function and list structure name. 
A mathematical model of this concept, then, must prescribe the class of functions 
to be considered. It is no doubt the case that variation of the function class will lead 
to interesting results. However, in what follows we fix upon a reasonably natural class 
(those which can be implemented with finite memory) whose analysis remains tractable. 
Hence we make 
DEFINITION 7. A generalized sequential machine (gsm) is a 6-tuple M = (K, Z, A, 
3, A, So), where 
1) K is a finite, non-empty set (states), 
2) 27 is a finite, non-empty set (input alphabet), 
3) A is a finite, non-empty set (output alphabet), 
4) 3 : K • Z --~ K is a mapping (next-state function), 
5) h : K • Z--+ A* is a mapping (output function), 
6) s o e K (start state). 
DEHNITION 8. Let M = (K ,Z ,  A, 8, h, So) be a gsm. The function M(x)= 
)~(s o , x) for each x e Z* is called a gsm mapping (M : Z* -+ A*). If, for each s e K, 
A(s, x) = e implies x = E, then M is a non-erasing sn-l map. 
DEFINITION 9. Let 37" be a class of functions so that for fe  3", f : Z* --~ 27*. 
A ~d'-pattern P(Z, N) over the alphabet 27 and name set N is a finite set of list sets, 
P(Z, N) = {LI(Z', Na),L2(Z', N2),..., L,(Z', N~)} so that (1) for a unique i, 1 ~ i ~ k, 
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L~ = P, (2) AT,. C AT, 1 ~ i ~ k, (3) N, c5 Nj = r i @j ,  and (4) X'  = 
X u (J- x {L 1 .... , Lk}). P is called the name of the pattern. 
Now the previously mentioned flexibility for the symbol portions of the cells is 
accomplished. Finally, the definition of representation is extended to provide for 
application of the function of the node prior to the string substitution. 
DEFINITION 9'. The representat ion o f  a pat tern ,  P (Z ,  N) ,  is the collection of se- 
quences of X* defined inductively as follows: Let P(Z, N)  = {L1(27' , N1), . . .  ,Lk (Z '  , Nk)}, 
where for some i, 1 ~ i ~ k, P = L i .  Then 
(1) if x 1 .-- x n is represented by the list set L i (via Definition 2'), then x 1 ... x,, 
is denoted by the pattern P, 
(2) if x 1 .'- xj --- x n is denoted by the pattern P and xj  = ( f ,  L r )  r 3" x {L 1 ..... Lk} 
then x 1 "" x~_ l f [L~ ] x~+ 1 "" xn is denoted by P, 
(3) if x 1 "" xj "." xn is denoted by P, xj = Lr ,  and L r represents (via Defini- 
tion 2') Yl "'" Y .... then x 1 "" x j _ ly  I "" y~r, xj+ 1 ' "  x~ is denoted by P, 
(4) if x 1 ... x j _ l f [x~+ ~ ... xj+~] xj+~.+2 ... x~ is denoted by P, w-here f~ ' ,  and 
f[x~+2 "'" xj+r] = Y l  "'" Ym (and hence xj+e "" x~+ r ~ 27"), then x l  . . .  X~_ly l  ... y~,,x~+r+2 "'" 
xn is denoted by P. 
(5) Only those sequences which may be obtained by repeated application of 
(1)-(4) are denoted by P. Thus the sequences denoted by P are over the symbol set 
27 k3 (3" X {L 1 ,..., L~}) U J -  k) {L 1 ..... L~} U {[, ]} (and we assume all these symbols 
are distinct). Finally, the representat ion of P, I P i, is the collection of all sequences 
which are denoted by L and which consist entirely of elements of Z. 
For the rest of this section we shall assume that 3-  is the class of gsm maps and shall 
henceforth refer simply to apat tern  where this class is understood. Then corresponding 
to Example 5 we have: 
EXAMPLE 6. 
F = 
where f  is given by the gsm 
~, (B,B) 
[C ,C)k J  ',Z.' - ,~.__ , ' . .~ ' J  , 9 
(A,BA) 
(C,BC) 
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Hence f satisfies the equation f (AnBnC n) = AnBn+IC n and i is the identity function 
(and has a 1 state gsm realization). 
Then we see that Ai[B]C = ABC is in the representation of a. Hence so is 
Ai [ f [ABCI ]C  = AAB2CC = A2B2C ~ .Clearly, then [ ~ ] = {AnBnCnln = 1, 2,...}. 
We can notice that if we take each function component of the name nodes of a 
pattern to be the identity function, then the representation of the pattern is identical 
to that of the corresponding list structure. Hence we have the 
ASSERTION. Each context-free language L C l *  occurs as the representation of 
a pattern P( I ,  N). 
As the previous example shows, however, the context-free languages by no means 
exhaust he representations of patterns. 
Also one may appeal to the fact that the application of a gsm to a context-free 
language results in a context-free language to establish the 
ASSERTION. The representation of each pattern in which no nonidentity function 
node occurs in a loop is a context-free language. 
In order to state the final results of this section we need one other definition. 
DEFINITION 10. A grammar G = (V, Z', P, a) is called context-sensitive provided 
the productions P are pairs u ~ v, where u = ulau 2 , where u 1 , u 2 E V*, a E V --  l ,  
andv  =ulau  2wi tha6V*and[a]  /> 1. 
Then x directly generates y provided x = xlulau2x~, y ----xlulau2x2, and 
(Ul~XU 2--+ ulau2) ~ P. And the other language concepts directly follow earlier definitions. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 2. The representation of every pattern P(Z, N)  in whose constituent 
simple lists no list name occurs as either the first or last element and in which all 
constituent gsm maps are nonerasing is a context-sensitive language. 
Proof. By assumption, each constituent list has the form 
Kj ---- {(K~, A, ll) , (ll, O"1, 12),... , (li, (){1, Kin), li+l),..., (ln, an, A)}. 
We define a grammar G with I as terminals, P as start symbol, and with nonterminals: 
(1) P itself and, for each gsm funct ionf occurring in P and each list set name L 
with which it is associated, a nonterminal symbol [SoS , L], where SoS is the initial state 
of a gsm realization off, 
(2) for each cr ~ 27, a symbol 5 (we let Z = {5 [ a ~/}) ,  
(3) for each state s s of the gsm realization of each f and each a a Z' t3 ~, a 
symbol [s I, a]. 
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Finally, we take as productions: 
(I) For each simple list Kj of P as given above, and each sog, we introduce the 
production 
[SOU, Ks] ~ [soU, el] a2"'" [s~01, Kn] "'" %-18n; 
for the pattern itself, we take productions both of the above form and 
(II) 
P ~-~ i f1"'"  [Sfo 1, K/;~] "'" ~  
For each state s i, each a c Z U Z, a ~ Z and 8 ~ Z, we take 
[J, ~]a ~ )V(s i, ~)[Sl(si, a), a] and [J, 8] --~ A,(J, a). 
Then ] P ] = L(G). Each production u ~ v of G satisfies ] u ] ~ ] v ] since the gsm 
functions were assumed to be nonerasing. It is known that such grammars are equiva- 
lent to context-sensitive grammars. Again the careful verification of the set equality 
] P ] = L(G) is long and is omitted here. The general approach is much the same as 
in Theorem 1 with the addition of the productions (II) to simulate the actions of the 
gsm's. 
THEOREM 3. Let X C_ X* be a recursively enumerable set. Then there is Z 'D  Z 
and a pattern P(X', N) so that X = I P(X', N)[ n X*. 
Proof. The idea is to provide for the simulation of a Turing machine by means of 
iteration of a gsm function. Intuitively, the gsm makes one pass down the tape in the 
simulation of each atomic move of the Turing machine. 
For any recursively enumerable set X C Z*, there is a Turing machine Z x so that 
Zx(Z*) = {Zx(a) Ia ~ X*} = X, where Zx(a ) is the output of Turing machine Zx 
with input a. 
Suppose Z is specified with alphabet Z and state set Q. We use the notation B 
for the blank symbol of Z. Then if Z = {a 1 , a2 ..... an}, P may be given by 
r_._ 
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A two-state machine may be used to define g with state set Sg = { 1, 2} and next-state 
function 8g and output function hg given by 
and 
3g(1 , [ )= l ,  8g(1, x )=2 for xe22u{]} ,  
a,(2, x) = 2 for xeZU{[ , ]} ;  
)tg(l' x )=-{! !  ~ i f x~22 whileAg(2, x )=xfora l lx~22u{[ , ]} .  
We assume qo is the starting state of Z and that [ and ] are abstract symbols distinct 
from 27. Thus a generates all sequences of the form [XlX 2 "'" xm], where m >/ 1 and 
x i ~ Z(1 ~ i ~ m). Then 
So g produces all the starting configurations. 
Now we specify f in such a fashion as to simulate the atomic moves of Z on sub- 
sequent passes of a sequence. Intuitively, the simulation of Z is carried out by having 
one character from Q • 22 in the representation string which keeps track of the head 
position and state of Z. The function f then suitably manipulates this character. 
W'e assume Z is specified in terms of a set of quintuples (see [5], for instance) of the 
form (present state, symbol scanned, symbol written, next state, move). 
Finally, we take the state set for f, S I = 22 u Q v3 {1, c, c', [} and assume that the 
machine forfoperates over the (input and output) alphabet 27' = Z v3 (Q • 27) u {[, ],e}. 
Then the next-state and output functions 81 and ~I can be given by 
8,(1, D = [, ;~f(1, D = e, 
a,([, e) = c', a,([, e) = ,, 
a,([ ,  ,,) = ~,, a,([ ,  ~,) = [, w ,  ~ z ,  
( ' .))  = = 
if qr HALTS, 
a1(~, e) = c, a~(~, e) = e~, W s Z 
a1(~,, ~-) = ,-, a,(~,, ~-) = ,,, w , ,  ~- ~ z 
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let, if 
qrypL ~ Z 
qrypR ~ Z 
qr HALTS 
~r(c, x) = e, ,~f(e, x) = x, Vx E 27' 
~(c ' ,  ]) = c', ~r ]) = 
~s(c', x) = c', .~Ac', x) = x, Vx ~ 27', x v~]. 
Again the detailed verification ] P l X n 27* is omitted. The verification is extremely 
tedious and the above construction seems uggestive enough that it is within the reader's 
reach. 
Also, since the intersection of a context-sensitive language and a regular set is 
context-sensitive, we may conclude 
COROLLARY. In general, for a pattern P, the representation ]P]  is recursively 
enumerable but not necessarily context-sensitive. 
For concrete applications of these results to programming questions, Theorem I
gives a direct analysis approach. For instance, consider the question: If K is the set of 
all sequences over X ---- {A, B, C} such that the number of occurrences of A plus the 
number of occurrences of B is equal to the number of occurrences of C, is there a 
SNOBOL pattern for K ? Since K is a context-free language we can be sure there is, 
in fact, one which makes use of no functions. Following Theorem 1, from G = 
(V, 27, P, S), where V = {S, R} u 27, and P ---- {S --~ E, S --~ CSR,  S -+ RCS,  
R --~ AS,  R -7 BS}, which hasL(G) =~ K, we obtain the SNOBOL pattern 
S ~ NULL I 'C ' *  S .R  t *R 'C ' *  S, 
R ~ 'A' * S I 'B ' *  S, 
and S matches precisely the elements of K (actually in SNOBOL we need FULLSCAN 
and, since a match with any substring is a success, POS(0) S RPOS(0)). 
Consider K', as per K above, except with the product replacing sum. K'  is not 
context-free, so there will be no function free pattern. However, by Theorem 3, 
we can feel confident that a pattern using functions exists. Unfortunately, the proof 
of Theorem 3 does not give a practical synthesis procedure. 
57I/5/5-3 
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Since, in general, not even the membersMp roblem is solvable for recursively 
enumerable sets, the #--patterns where ~-- includes the gsm maps is very general 
for practical purposes. However, certainly SNOBOL definable functions include the 
gsm maps. Thus implementation may benefit considerably by an understanding of
the decision problems involved. For instance, it may be desirable to implement 
distinct parsing (pattern matching) algorithms for the function-free and function- 
containing patterns. 
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